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Clean, skin-centric beauty.
We believe in skin that looks like skin—and 
radiance that comes naturally. With transparency 
as our guide and color as our vehicle, we challenge 
the conventions of clean beauty to create 
something radically new, through safe, potent 
formulas that protect and revive your skin.

OUR MISSION: TO PROTECT + REVIVE THE SKIN.
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RENDEZVOUS ST1
Very fair with cool 
undertones

NEW Super Serum Skin Tint SPF 40

TULUM ST2
Very fair with warm 
undertones

BALOS ST3
Fair with neutral 
cool undertones

WHAT IT IS

A clean, light-coverage, tinted mineral SPF 40 serum that boosts 
skincare benefits.

HOW IT WORKS

Your tinted SPF will never be the same. This first-of-its-kind formula  
fuses skincare, makeup, and sun protection into one easy step: a 
weightless serum that leaves your skin looking like skin. Boasting SPF 
40 coverage with patented Non-Nano Zinc Oxide (safely shielding skin 
from UVA, UVB, UVC, blue light, and infrared) in an unprecedented 
18 shades. Created with a blend of Hyaluronic Acids, plant-based 
Squalane, and Niacinamide, it evens tone, softens fine lines and 
imperfections, and dries down to a natural, dewy finish. And this 
super serum doesn’t stop there: it also creates a natural barrier for 
your skincare—sealing in hydration, plumping skin, and boosting any 
antioxidant effectiveness by 200%. Plus, it’s silicone-free, fragrance-
free, chemical screen-free, oil-free, non-comedogenic, and safe for 
sensitive skin. This is SPF, made super.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Niacinamide – Helps to smooth skin texture.

• Plant-Based Squalane – Helps to balance skin and improve elasticity.

•  Hyaluronic Acid (Macro + Micro) – Penetrates skin at different levels 
to help plump and seal hydration.

FORMOSA ST4
Fair with warm 
undertones

BOM BOM ST5
Light with neutral 
undertones

ORA ST6
Light with warm 
undertones

$46 $46 $46ST-1 ST-2 ST-3

$46 $46 $46ST-4 ST-5 ST-6
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DIAZ ST7
Light medium with 
neutral undertones

PORTO FERRO ST10
Medium with warm 
undertones

KAMARI ST13
Medium dark with 
warm undertones

PAVONES ST16
Dark with warm 
undertones

SHELA ST8
Light medium with 
neutral warm undertones

MATIRA ST11
Medium tan with 
neutral undertones

DOMINICA ST14
Medium dark with 
neutral undertones

MIHO ST17
Deep with warm 
undertones

PALOMA ST9
Medium with neutral 
undertones

KOKKINI ST12
Medium tan with 
warm undertones

PORTO COVO ST15
Dark with neutral 
undertones

ROQUE ST18
Deep with neutral 
undertones

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

$46

ST-7

ST-10

ST-13

ST-16

ST-8

ST-11

ST-14

ST-17

ST-9

ST-12

ST-15

ST-18
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NEW NightLite Bronzing Powder

WHAT IT IS

A clean, talc-free, super creamy bronzing powder that 
gives you a “just got back from the beach” look.

HOW IT WORKS

Sunkissed with a silky-soft touch, this supremely 
blendable matte powder is finely milled with pearl 
pigments for a luminous finish—and a natural warmth that 
you can dial up in intensity for a stronger contour.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Jojoba Seed Oil – A noncomedogenic oil that hydrates 
and nourishes.

•  Silica Beads – A natural powder that creates a soft focus 
filter with a silky slip.

•  Matte Mica – A smooth mineral without the shimmer.

DRAWN-IN
Light-Medium Tan

NOVELTY
Medium-Dark Tan

BR-01 BR-02$34 $34
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NEW DayLite Highlighting Powder

WHAT IT IS

A clean, talc-free highlighting powder that awakens  
the look of skin, blends easily, and imparts a visibly 
luminous glow.

HOW IT WORKS

This butter-soft, blendable powder is finely milled for  
light-as-air luminosity—with a metallic finish that 
adds natural depth and dimension to the high points 
of your face. It’s buildable from a subtle shimmer to a 
supercharged highlight.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Jojoba Seed Oil – A noncomedogenic oil that hydrates 
and nourishes.

•  Silica Beads – A natural powder that creates a soft focus 
filter with a silky slip.

DECADES
Soft Gold

STARSTRUCK
Deep Rose Gold

HI-01 HI-02$34 $34
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NEW Balmy Gloss Tinted Lip Oil

WHAT IT IS

A cushiony, tinted lip oil packed with plumping hyaluronic acid and 
major moisturizing properties that leaves lips soft, smooth and 
anything but sticky. 

HOW IT WORKS

Drench your lips in moisture, cushion them in comfort. Active levels 
of Hyaluronic Acid and a blend of powerful botanicals deliver deep 
hydration with each wear. Lips instantly feel fuller, smoother and 
softer with a natural, glossy sheen that blends to a wash of color. 
Experience a surge of smooth. 

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Hyaluronic Acid – Immediate and long-term hydration that plumps.

•  Salicornia Herbacea Extract – Derived from a sea succulent.  
Helps to improve hydration by up to 6000% for smoother, more 
supple lips.

•  Meadowfoam Seed Oil – A rich, balmy oil that supports skin’s 
natural barrier to help lock in moisture.

ONLY YOU
Neutral Nude

MAYBE VIOLET
Soft Lavender

PETALS
Tropical Pink

SAINT
Rustic Orange

TAHITI
Burnt Coral

LINGER
Berry Mauve

LO-01

LO-04

LO-02

LO-05

LO-03

LO-06

$26

$26

$26

$26

$26

$26
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TAHITI
Burnt coral

NEW Hello, Clean Makeup kit

Meet the Hello, Clean Makeup kit. A handpicked collection 
of fuss-free favorites packaged in our logo’d signature blush 
travel bag.

FULL SIZE MULTI-STICK 
A creamy, on-the-go blush that gives a soft wash of 
hydrating color to cheek and lip.

FULL SIZE LIQUID LIGHT SERUM HIGHLIGHTER 
A gel-based, anti-pollution serum highlighter that can be 
mixed with skincare, foundation, or applied directly to skin 
for a natural, dewy glow. 

TRAVEL SIZE LIMITLESS LASH MASCARA  
An award-winning clean mascara that lifts, lengthens and 
holds a curl. Easily removes with warm water at night. 

NEW! TRAVEL SIZE BALMY GLOSS TINTED LIP OIL 
Drench your lips in moisture. Cushion them in comfort. 
Hydrating Salicornia (sea succulent) and plumping 
Hyaluronic Acid leave lips feeling soft with a natural glossy 
finish that is anything but sticky.

GS-DISCOVERY-20

LADY BIRD
Rose

NOVA
Soft Gold

AFTER MIDNIGHT
Classic Black

$45 ($102 value)
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True Skin Radiant Priming Serum

WHAT IT IS

A clean, silicone-free, ultra-breathable primer that protects  
against harmful environmental stressors and preps skin for 
seamless makeup application.

HOW IT WORKS

A not-so-basic base. This silicone-free, fragrance-free primer 
preps skin for smooth application, while providing a natural barrier 
against pollution. Its silky texture transforms on contact to a 
tightening effect: firming skin, refining pores, and softening fine 
lines, while leaving skin radiant.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Hibiscus Extract – Helps to protect against free radical damage.

•  Beta-Glucan – Helps to reduce the appearance of fine lines  
and wrinkles.

•  Mastic – A resin from a tree that grows on the Greek island of 
Chios, helping to mattify and refine skin throughout the day. 

LIGHT IT UP
Subtle gold glow

PS-01 $52
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True Skin Serum Concealer

WHAT IT IS

A creamy, creaseless serum concealer that evens and brightens with  
Vitamin C, to help improve skin over time. Medium-coverage and weightless, 
it feels like skincare. 

HOW IT WORKS

Color correct and perfect. This concealer blends seamlessly under eyes 
and over spots—smoothing, brightening, and diminishing dark circles and 
blemishes—with a creamy, creaseless stretch that never cakes. Enriched with 
Vitamin C and Mastic, it protects skin while helping firm, nourish, and refine.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Stabilized Vitamin C – Helps to brighten dull skin and encourage 
healthy collagen production, while protecting skin from free radical and 
environmental damage.

•  Mastic – A resin from a tree that grows on the Greek island of Chios, 
helping to mattify and refine skin throughout the day.

•  Albizia Julibrissin Bark Extract – Helps to reduce the appearance of fine 
lines and puffiness.

TSSC-0.5

ARROWROOT SC.5 
Fair with neutral 
undertones

TSSC-01 TSSC-1.5

CHICORY SC1
Light with golden 
undertones

SUMA SC1.5
Light with peachy 
neutral undertones

TSSC-02

YUCCA SC2 
Light medium with neutral 
warm undertones

TSSC-03

KAVA SC3 
Medium with golden 
undertones

TSSC-2.5

LOTUS SC2.5 
Light medium with peachy 
neutral undertones

$30 $30 $30

$30 $30 $30
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True Skin Serum Concealer

TSSC-04

TSSC-07

NUTMEG SC4 
Medium dark with 
neutral undertones

BIRCH SC7 
Dark with warm 
golden undertones

TSSC-06

TSSC-09

MESQUITE SC6 
Medium dark with warm 
golden undertones

CACAO SC9 
Deep with neutral 
red undertones

TSSC-05

TSSC-08

BAYBERRY SC5 
Medium dark with 
cool undertones

CASSIA SC8 
Dark with red golden 
undertones

$30

$30

$30

$30

$30

$30
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SF-01.5SF-0.5

SF-03 SF-03.5

MALLORCA SF1.5
Fair to light with 
neutral undertones

SABLE SF.5 
Fair with neutral 
warm undertones

TEXEL SF3 
Light with neutral 
cool undertones

CORSICA SF3.5 
Light medium with 
golden undertones

SF-02

SF-01

TAVARUA SF2 
Light with neutral 
undertones

FORMENTERA SF1
Fair with cool undertones

WHAT IT IS

A buildable light to medium, serum-infused foundation 
with a radiant, skin-like finish and a featherweight feel. 

HOW IT WORKS

For skin that looks like skin. This buildable light to  
medium foundation weightlessly nourishes, color-corrects, 
and illuminates. Formulated with Aloe Leaf, Rosehip, 
Jojoba, and Marula Oils, it melts in to soothe irritation  
and even tone while plumping, minimizing pores, and 
blurring imperfections.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Aloe – Helps to soothe irritations and tame redness.

•  Plant-Based Squalane – Helps to balance skin and  
improve elasticity.

•  Mastic – A resin from a tree that grows on the Greek  
island of Chios, helping to mattify and refine skin  
throughout the day.

True Skin Serum Foundation

$54$54

$54 $54$54

$54
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SF-07

SF-04

SF-08.5

SF-06

SF-09.5

SF-11 SF-12 SF-13

BEDARRA SF8.5 
Medium with golden 
undertones

CHIOS SF6
Medium with neutral 
undertones

BONAIRE SF9.5 
Medium dark with warm 
golden undertones

KAPITI SF12 
Dark with neutral 
red undertones

MACQUARIE SF13 
Deep with neutral 
undertones

SF-08

SF-05

SF-09 SF-10

MILOS SF8 
Medium with neutral 
cool undertones

SALINA SF5 
Light medium with 
neutral warm undertones

MONTSERRAT SF10 

Medium dark with red 
golden undertones

True Skin Serum Foundation

BOWEN SF4
Light medium with warm 
peach undertones

CATALINA SF7
Medium with warm 
golden undertones

MARACA SF9 
Medium dark with neutral 
warm undertones

MARTINIQUE SF11
Dark with neutral warm 
undertones

$54

$54

$54

$54

$54

$54 $54 $54

$54

$54

$54 $54
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Soft Focus Finishing Powder

TP-JAR-01

FADE INTO YOU
Translucent Loose Powder

WHAT IT IS

A clean, talc-free setting powder that weightlessly blurs, 
smooths, and cuts shine—with a soft-focus finish that 
won’t flashback. 

HOW IT WORKS

Powder that doesn’t feel powdery. This superlight,  
talc-free formula is milled five times—most powders are 
milled three—for an airy feel and a soft-focus finish. With  
a blend of Aloe, Rosemary, and oil-balancing Bamboo,  
it hydrates and softens skin, while cutting shine and 
blurring imperfections.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Organic Aloe Leaf Powder – Helps to soothe irritations 
and tame redness.

•  Organic Rosemary Leaf Powder – Helps to protect skin 
and soothe redness.

• Bamboo Leaf – Helps to balance oil.

$34
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Radiant Translucent Powder SPF 20

WHAT IT IS

A weightless, blurring talc-free SPF 20 powder that cuts 
shine and adds glow. 

HOW IT WORKS

Protect your lit-from-within. This superlight, talc-free SPF 20 
formula is milled five times for an airy feel and a pearlescent, 
skin-like finish. Featuring a blend of conditioning Aloe, 
Rosemary, and oil-balancing Bamboo, it hydrates and 
softens skin, while cutting shine and amping up luminosity.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Organic Aloe Leaf Powder – Helps to soothe irritations and 
tame redness.

•  Organic Rosemary Leaf Powder – Helps to protect skin and 
soothe redness.

• Bamboo Leaf – Helps to balance oil.

TP-SPF-JAR-01 TP-SPF-JAR-02

MAGIC SANDS
Light to Medium with SPF 20

WAIKIKI RUN
Medium to Dark with SPF 20

$34 $34
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WHAT IT IS

A weightless, blurring talc-free SPF 20 powder that cuts shine and 
adds glow. 

HOW IT WORKS

Protect your lit-from-within. This superlight, talc-free SPF 20 formula 
is milled five times for an airy feel and a pearlescent, skin-like finish. 
Featuring a blend of conditioning Aloe, Rosemary, and oil-balancing 
Bamboo, it hydrates and softens skin, while cutting shine and amping 
up luminosity. Housed in a seamless Flow-Thru component that clicks 
to open and close, this handheld powder also offers a ‘buff’ setting 
for even more control, and removable brush for easy cleaning.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Organic Aloe Leaf Powder – Helps to soothe irritations and 
 tame redness.

•  Organic Rosemary Leaf Powder – Helps to protect skin and  
soothe redness.

• Bamboo Leaf – Helps to balance oil.

Radiant Translucent Powder SPF 20 | Flow-Thru

TP-SPF-01

MOONDANCE FLOW-THRU
Transluscent Powder with SPF 20

$34
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Color Haze Multi-Use Pigment

CH-02 CH-03

CH-05

WAKING UP 
Warm Nude

TEMPTATION 
Coral Pink

BEFORE TODAY 
Dusty Mauve

CH-01

CH-04

STUTTER 
Burnt Orange

SING 
Deep Berry

WHAT IT IS

A game-changing cream blush and lip color in one—stays dewy on cheeks and 
transforms to a modern-matte finish on lips. 

HOW IT WORKS

A little color goes a long way. Made with Jojoba and Coconut Oil, this two-in-one 
lip and cheek cream nourishes skin and blends out to a soft wash of color. With a 
precise metal applicator for fuss-free application on-the-go.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Jojoba Oil – Helps to repair skin and seal moisture.

• Coconut Oil – Conditions and soften lips and skin.

• Linseed Oil – A rich fatty acid that smooths skin.

$32 $32

$32

$32

$32
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ALL OF ME
Watermelon

TENDERLY
Pink

LADY BIRD
Rose

I PUT A SPELL ON YOU
Tangerine

AT LAST
Dusty Rose

DREAMER
Warm Nude

CHEEK TO CHEEK
Sienna

A FINE ROMANCE
Berry

MS-01

MS-04

MS-07

MS-02

MS-05

MS-08

MS-03

MS-06

Multi-Stick

WHAT IT IS

An award-winning two-in-one for cheek and lip, that gives a  
healthy flush of hydrating color on-the-go. Buildable, blendable,  
and breathable. 

HOW IT WORKS

Breathe new life into your blush. This ultra-flattering two-in-one 
glides on to cheeks and lips for a soft wash of buttery color that 
melts into skin. Easy to apply, easy to wear, and fresh to the finish.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions skin.

• Orange Peel Wax – Helps to soothe dry, itchy skin.

•  Avocado Oil – Moisturizes, nourishes and helps to heal  
irritated skin.

$34 $34 $34

$34 $34

$34 $34 $34
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WHAT IT IS

A multi-purpose cream highlighter that adds subtle, dewy radiance 
to cheek, brow, and décolleté, making skin look more alive. 

HOW IT WORKS

No sparkles, no glitter—just pure dew. This barely-there highlighter 
stick delivers a soft, subtle shimmer that adds dimension to face and 
body.  Warm it up with your finger and dab along cheekbones, brow 
bones, inner corners of the eyes, the bridge of nose, or anywhere 
else that needs extra glow.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions skin.

• Orange Peel Wax – Helps to soothe dry, itchy skin.

•  Avocado Oil – Moisturizes, nourishes and helps to heal  
irritated skin.

POLKA DOTS  
& MOONBEAMS
Pearl

STELLA BY STARLIGHT
Rose Gold

COSMIC DANCER
Gold

SUMMERTIME
Warm Bronze

IL-01 IL-03IL-05

IL-04

Illuminator

$34 $34 $34

$34
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LL-01 LL-02 LL-03

ATOMIC
Fair Pink

ASTRID
Rose Gold

NOVA
Soft Gold

Liquid Light Serum Highlighter

WHAT IT IS

A gel-based, anti-pollution serum-highlighter that can be mixed  
with skincare or foundation, or applied directly to skin for a natural, 
dewy finish.

HOW IT WORKS

Highlighter, taken higher. This gel-based formula combines the 
luminosity of a highlighter with the benefits of an anti-pollution serum 
to give skin a smooth, dewy glow. Formulated with Marine Actives 
and Mastic, it also helps protect against free radicals and UV light.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Marine Actives – Helps to firm and protect skin against free  
radicals and UV light.

•  Mastic – Helps refine the skin’s texture to give a smooth and  
even appearance.

•  Hydrolyzed Algae  – Algae derived, helps control oil and  
bacteria while conditioning skin.

$42 $42 $42
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Limitless Lash Mascara

AFTER MIDNIGHT
Classic Black

LM-01

WHAT IT IS

Reviews don’t lie: this mini of our award-winning clean mascara lifts, curls, and 
separates with precision. 

HOW IT WORKS

Mascara that goes to extremes—naturally. This clean mascara weightlessly lifts and 
lengthens, with a dual-sided brush that catches and separates every lash. Made 
with Beeswax and Shea Butters for flexibility and hold, this flake-free formula is 
made to last, yet comes off easily with warm water at the end of your day.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Arginine – Fortifies lashes.

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions lashes.

• Beeswax – Nourishes lashes.

$28
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Clean Line Gel Liner

DUSK
Dark Brown

TWILIGHT
Black

CLGL-02CLGL-01

WHAT IT IS

A precision gel liner that glides on, blends like a dream, and boasts budge-
proof wear. 

HOW IT WORKS

Works like a pencil, holds like a gel. This clean eyeliner gives you the flexibility 
to create a range of looks: blend it out for a smoky effect or subtly hug the lash 
line. Carbon black and cyclomethicone-free, this water-resistant formula slicks 
on saturated color, smoothly.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Charcoal Powder* – A safe alternative for carbon black.
*Twilight Only

$26$26
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Clean Line Liquid Liner

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
Black

CLLE-01

WHAT IT IS

A liquid eyeliner with an ultra-fine tip for precise definition and smudge-proof, 
all-day wear. 

HOW IT WORKS

Definition, redefined. This clean, carbon black-free liquid liner features a fine felt 
tip that gives you the control to flick on a barely-there tight line or bold cat eye 
with confidence. And with its quick-dry formula, it’s easy to keep everything in 
line—no creasing, smudging, or feathering.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Charcoal Powder – A safe alternative for carbon black.

$28
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The Necessary Eyeshadow Palette

WARM NUDECOOL NUDE

ES-SIX-02ES-SIX-01

WHAT IT IS

A set of six talc-free, buttery, long-wearing eyeshadows that go beyond your basic 
neutrals—with matte, satin, and metallic finishes. 

HOW IT WORKS

The new nudes. This slim compact boasts six not-so-standard neutrals that will take you 
from day to night. Made with Jojoba Seed Oil and Vitamin E, these velvety, blendable 
shadows nourish lids while delivering highly-pigmented, lasting color without the fallout.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

•  Vitamin E – Acts as a natural antioxidant and helps to reduce free radical damage.

•  Jojoba Seed Oil – Helps to nourish and gently moisturize skin.

•  Honeysuckle Flower Extract – Helps to soothe skin.

$38$38
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ON & ON

EP-01

WHAT IT IS

A brightening eye primer that helps de-puff, absorb oil, and lock shadows 
into place. 

HOW IT WORKS

A wake-up call for eyes. This vegan eye primer glides on a brightening base 
that keeps oil at bay, intensifying color and keeping eyeshadow and liner in 
place all day. Natural botanicals like healing Aloe, de-puffing Arnica, and 
rejuvenating Rose Hips revitalize and illuminate lids.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Arnica – De-puffs eyelid.

• Rose Hip – Helps to rejuvinate and improve moisture level.

• Jojoba Esters – Helps to control oil.

Natural Brightening Eye Primer

$24
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Essential Brow Gel

WHAT IT IS

A clean, tinted brow gel that fluffs and fills for a naturally fuller finish. 

HOW IT WORKS

Fill in the blanks. This brow gel tames and sculpts, while adding a hint of color 
for a naturally thicker, fuller look. Made with an organic blend of Aloe Leaf Juice, 
Organic Shea Butter, and Sunflower Seed Oil, its light formula conditions brows 
for a feathery finish with soft, flexible hold.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Aloe Leaf Juice – Helps to keep brows supple and to eliminate flakiness.

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions and controls brows.

• Sunflower Seed Oil – Helps to keep brows soft and flexible.

BLONDE MEDIUM BROWN DARK BROWN

EB-01 EB-02 EB-03$26 $26 $26
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Color Block High Impact Lipstick

AMBERLIGHT
Bardot Nude

MARSALA
Brown Nude

ROSETTE
Light Pink

CINNABAR
Brick

CBLS-01 CBLS-03CBLS-02

CBLS-04

WILD ASTER
Berry

ROCOCCO
Petal

CBLS-05 CBLS-06

WHAT IT IS

A clean, handcrafted lipstick with high-impact color and supreme hydration, for 
all-day wear and care. 

HOW IT WORKS

Clean color, big impact. This full-coverage lipstick is handcrafted with custom 
pigments in Organic Castor Seed Oil—giving you four times the intensity with a 
creamy finish. For a bold, longwearing lip that stays smooth. In a range of ultra-
wearable nudes, reds, and berries is made to last, yet comes off easily with warm 
water at the end of your day.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Castor Oil – Softens and hydrates.

•  Apricot Seed Oil – Rich in oleic acid and vitamin E, boosts elasticity and 
hydration.

• Mango Seed Butter – Packed with vitamin A and C, keeps lips plump and soft.

$28 $28$28

$28 $28 $28
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Color Block High Impact Lipstick

CBLS-07

CBLS-13

CBLS-11

CBLS-08 CBLS-09

CBLS-10

CBLS-14

CBLS-12

CBLS-15

GRENADINE
Coral Red

RUMBA
Oxblood Red

KNOCKOUT
Magenta

TANGO
True/Deep Red

FLAME
Fire Red

WILD ROSE
Real Mauve

TRUE RED
Real Red

ROSEWOOD
Soft Oxblood

ULTRA VIOLET
Violet

$28

$28

$28

$28 $28

$28

$28

$28

$28
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BLOSSOM LADY
Soft Pink

ARABIAN KNIGHTS
Berry

LITTLE SISTER
Neutral Pink

NOBODY’S BABY
Nude

BANG BANG
Red

TLC-02

TLC-06

TLC-18

TLC-01 TLC-05

Tinted Lip Conditioner

FOREVER
Mauve

O BABY
Warm Nude

TLC-15

TLC-17

TLC-16

WHAT IT IS

A hydrating, buildable lip tint that lends a wash of color while nourishing like  
a balm. No mirror necessary. 

HOW IT WORKS

The no-fuss lip color you’ve been looking for. This cult classic delivers a 
healthy, ultra-hydrating kiss of buildable color that’s easy to apply on-the-go. 
Blended with a high percentage of organic ingredients, it’s no coincidence its 
initials are TLC.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Sunflower Seed Oil – Provides antioxidant protection and hydrate skin.

• Cocoa Seed Butter – Rich in oleic, palmitic, and stearic acids to nourish skin.

• Orange Peel Wax – Helps to soothe dry, itchy skin.

EUROPA
Cranberry

$28

$28

$28

$28 $28

$28

$28

$28
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Balmy Days Lip Conditioner

WHAT IT IS

A buttery, restorative lip treatment that melts on contact—instantly soothing and 
nourishing—while helping to heal chapped lips over time.

HOW IT WORKS

The antidote to dry, chapped lips. This ultra-quenching untinted balm drenches 
lips in Avocado, Beeswax, and Sunflower Oil, restoring them to their most soft, 
supple state. Warming on contact, it melts into skin to deeply soothe and smooth—
and can even be applied around outer edges. Best when paired with the Balmy 
Nights Lip Exfoliator.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Sunflower Seed Oil – Helps to provide antioxidant protection and hydrate skin.

• Avocado Oil – Moisturizes, nourishes and helps to heal irritated skin.

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions skin.

BALMY DAYS
Lip Conditioner

LC-01 $26
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Balmy Nights Lip Exfoliator

WHAT IT IS

A fuss-free exfoliator in stick form, that effectively sloughs away dull skin for 
smooth, supple lips.

HOW IT WORKS

Never a dull moment. Made with Volcanic Stone and Jojoba Seed Powder, this 
reparative nighttime exfoliant gently buffs away dead cells—the culprit behind 
rough, chapped skin—revealing new, healthy lips. Follow with Balmy Days Lip 
Conditioner for nourishing hydration.

KEY ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

• Volcanic Stone Powder – Effectively buffs away dull skin.

• Jojoba Seed Powder – Helps to repair and seal moisture

• Organic Shea Butter – Weightlessly conditions skin.

BALMY NIGHTS
Lip Exfoliator

LC-02 $26
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Displays

This beautifully designed, multi-tiered landscape display mixes white and 
semi-opaque acrylic for both beautiful form and function. 

DEPARTMENT STORE DISPLAY

DIMENSIONS
25.47” W x 13.5” D x 16” H

FALL 20 PLATE PRE-PACK

To be used on existing department store displays. Set includes 
updated plates for the Summer and Fall 2020 launch.

DU-FULL-03 DU-PLATE-FALL20$250
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SUPER SERUM SKIN TINT SPF 40 TRAY
Holds 9 or 18 shades.

DIMENSIONS
14.25” W x 3.5” D x 1.75” H

SP-20-TRAY $25

BOUTIQUE DISPLAY
52 pieces

DIMENSIONS 
14.25” W x 16.5” D x 14” H

DU-BOUTIQUE-03 $60
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